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We cherish the spirit of grape growers and winemakers. With over 1,000

grapes varietals and enthusiastic winemakers from throughout the world,

we have access to a diverse range. With our wine list, we give them a 

platform to communicate.

We only have one life, so enjoy it to the utmost

without regrets. Go ahead and try

Pratik Bhargude

Sommelier
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Interesting Wine Fact

    Wine's history begins in Asia, not Europe.

In 2016, archeologists discovered the world's oldest 

winery in Armenia, dating to 4100 BCE. Among the 

material found in a cave were a drinking bowl and 

cup, a grape press, and fermentation jars. The grape 

juice made from Vitis vinifera, was buried underground

 for winter, allowing it to ferment and produce wine. 

According to research, the final product was like an 

unfiltered red wine, and would have tasted like 

Merlot. This wine from Armenia was also the first 

known beverage used in religious ceremonies, 

as the cave was once a burial ground.

Wine Spread Around the World, but was outlawed in Japan

To prevent growing Western influence, the Japanese banned 

Christianity and wine consumption. It would take three more 

centuries for the grapevines to reappear in Japan during the 

Meiji restoration when the nation embraced Western culture. 

At this point, wine was now present on all the continents except 

Antarctica.
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                                                   Uncharted Splendor

                                                           White Wine

                                                          

           2020    lenz moser special selection gruner Veltliner       Niederösterreich, Austria 
                           Grüner Veltliner is Austria's signature grape. Austrian 

                              Grüner Veltliner tends to have strong citrus flavors of lime, 

                              lemon, and grapefruit.

           N.V      Metal Label The Vermentino                                          South-Eastern, Australia

                           Aromas of tropical fruits combined with hints of pear and 

                              citrus creating a wine that is rich with a great depth of 

                              flavour and a crisp acidity.

           2019    Wolfberger Signature Gewurztraminer                                       Alsace, France

                            The scent is an explosion of tropical fruits, citrus and spices, all 

                              blending into a fragrance that is both powerful and complex.

           2022     Gramona, Gessami                                                                               Penedes, Spain

                            The smell of Gessamí is like taking a walk in springtime. Aromas 

                              of white flowers and fresh fruit, such as pineapple, peach and a 

                              hint of citrus.

              2021     M.Chapoutier Belleruche Cotes Du Rhone Blanc           Rhone Valley, France

                              Aromas of tree fruits and light citrus. Clean, crisp, with a nice acidity. 

                              Slight minerality with the tree fruits and citrus on the palette. 

                              Excellent finish.

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

Vegan   Organic

9000

10000

13200

12000

10000
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                                                            Red Wine

2021    Parusso Dolcetto D'alba DOC Piani Noce                                 Piemonte, Italy

                In Piedmont, Dolcetto's home, the name means "little sweet one. Fruity, 

                notes of wildflowers and violets.It has fresh elegance concentration of fruit.

2022    Neprica Primitivo Puglia Tormaresca                                               Puglia, Italy

                one of the most promising regions in Italy for producing top quality wines 

                with a strong territorial identity. red fruit, cherries.

2019    Cavino Naoussa Xinomavro                                                          Naoussa, Greece

                Aromatic bouquet of red fruits, leather and spices. Well structured and 

                rich, with robust tannins 

2018    Heinrich, Balufrankish                                                             Burgenland, Austria

                The scents of black currants with hints of fine sour cherry fruit. On 

                the palate are pomegranate and blood orange flavors. 

2020    De Martino Legado Reserva Carmenère                            Maipo valley, chile

                Chilean Carménèreis a beautiful, fruit-forward wine. 

                With gentle tannins, you can expect of berries, 

                red fruits, spice, smokiness

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

16800

9500

8000

13000

16400
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Wine By Glass

Sparkling Wine 
N.V      Villa Sandi Asolo Prosecco Superiore DOCG Brut                         Veneto, Italy 

N.V      Chandon Brut                                                                                   Nashik, India 

White Wine 
2019    Wolfberger Signature Gewurztraminer                                      Alsace, France

2021    Christian Moreau                                                                                Chablis, France

2022    Borgo Conventi Pinot Grigio Collio DOC                         Collio Goriziano, Italy

Rosé Wine
N.V      Fantini Calalenta IGP                                                                                  Sicily, Italy

2020    La Brancaia Rosé                                                                                    Tuscany, Italy

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

2000

1500

2800

3800

2650

2500

2800
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Wine By Glass

Red Wine
2022     Neprica Primitivo Puglia Tormaresca                                                Puglia, Italy

2019    Sirente Montepulciano d'Abruzzo                                                   Abruzzo, Italy

N.V      Rutini Malbec                                                                               Mendoza, Argentina

Fortified wines
N.V       Justino's Madeira Fine Rich                                                                   Madeira

N.V        Dow's Fine Tawny Port                                                                                  Portugal

N.V       Candado Pedro Ximenez Sherry                                                                     Spain

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

2100

2000

2200

2500

2200

3600
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TAITTINGER The Commitment to a Name

Its origins date back to 1734 when the original house 

was founded by Jacques Fourneaux. The Taittinger 

link was established in 1931 when Pierre Taittinger, 

thefounder of today's company acquired the House. 

Pierre spent time in the Champagne region when 

serving in the 1st world war as a young cavalry officer.

Taittinger's home is situated above miles of chalk 

tunnels and cellars. These 4th century UNESCO listed

cellars once belonged to the Benedictine monks of the

abbey of St Nicaise and are perfect for the slow ageing 

process required for great Champagne.

Taittinger remains one of the few Champagne Houses

to be owned and actively managed by the family

named on the label.
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Champagne

N.V       Laurent-Perrier La Cuvée Brut                                        Mareuil-Sur-Ay, France

                The perfect balance, This wine comes from the purest grape juice

                and it alone allows Laurent-Perrier to craft «La Cuvée».

N.V       Moet & Chandon Imperial Brut                                                   Épernay, France

                Moët Impérial is the House's iconic champagne. it embodies Moët &

                Chandon's unique style, a style distinguished by its bright fruitiness.

N.V       Moet & Chandon Rosé Imperial                                                  Épernay, France

                Rosé Impérial is a spontaneous, radiant, romantic expression of the

                Moët & Chandon style, a style distinguished by its bright fruitiness, 

                its seductive palate and its elegant maturity.

N.V       Laurent-Perriercuvée Rosé                                               Mareuil-Sur-Ay, France

                Cuvée Rosé Laurent-Perrier is a lively, well-rounded wine which 

                combines structure and freshness. Aromas of a freshly picked basket

                of berry fruits - a symphony of aromas with a gently-rounded,

                tender finish.

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

24000

22000

28000

45000
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Champagne

2013    Dom Pérignon Brut Champagne                                                  Epernay, France

                The creation of the 2013 vintage precision reveals a simple and 

                evident elegance where the wine, after an ethereal attack, amplifies 

                and blossoms before ceding to an ineffable sensation of clarity.

N.V       Krug Grande Cuvee                                                                              Reims, France 
            Krug Grande Cuvée is re-created every year, beyond the notion of

                vintage and is a blend of over 120 individual wines from more than 

                10 different years

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

65000

60000
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Sparkling Wine

N.V       Asolo prosecco superiore DOCG Brut                                           V eneto, Italy

                D.O.C.G. 'Asolo Prosecco' area lies in the Veneto region, 

                north of Venice, in the province of Treviso on the Montello

                and Colli Asolani hills at the foot of the Dolomites.

N.V      Santa Margherita Prosecco DOCG                                                      Veneto, Italy

                Great top of the range prosecco. Crisp and dry, persistent 

                bubbles, not too acidic, lovely apple and pear flavours, a 

                pleasure to drink.

N.V       Villa Sandi 'Nero' Asolo Prosecco Superiore                                 Veneto, Italy 

            Extra Brut DOCG 
                Cool-smoky nose, austere, salty but nevertheless appealing. 

                The palate is very beautifully balanced, showing fine harmony, 

                clear fruit, gentle acidity, fine mousse and balanced dosage, long

                finish.

N.V       Chandon Brut                                                                                    Nashik, India

            Chandon Brut is the perfect choice for everyday occasions. 

                An elegant expression of the Chandon style with a fresh bouquet 

                of citrus blossom, green apple & hints of tropical fruit & vanilla.

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

9000

13800

23000

7500
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Sparkling Wine

N.V      Chandon Rosé                                                                                   Nashik, India

                A sophisticated & delicate expression of Chandon. Intense aromas 

                of ripe cherries, red fruits & soft grapefruit lead to a rich, creamy, 

                persistent finish with subtle hints of guava & rose petal

N.V       JCB N°47                                                                                          Akluj, Solapur

                It is rich in the mouth with a wonderful texture, a dry wine that 

                pairs beautifully with Indian cuisine.

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

7500

9000
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Elevate your palate with our vegan, organic 

and natural wine selection

Vegan
Vegan wines are filtered through using without 

any animal products. Due to that reason, 

you can get thenatural wine in your glass.

Organic
Organic wines are crafted through sustainable 

farming methods without synthetic pesticides 

and herbicides to showcase the land's authentic 

flavour profile.

Natural
Natural wines require little intervention and additives, 

relying on natural yeasts to reveal pure, distinctive and 

sometimes surprising flavours of the natural terroir.
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Christian Moreau

Domaine Christian Moreau Père et Fils is a wine 

producer based in Chablis, in northern Burgundy. 

The company has a history dating back to 1814 with 

the establishment of the wine merchant trading 

company J. Moreau et Fils, founded by Jean Joseph 

Moreau.

The Domaine Christian Moreau Père et Fils was born 

in 2001 and first vintage to be bottled was 2002. I gave

my son Fabien the keys of the Domaine in 2001 when he 

came back from New Zealand asking him to make the 

wines that he loves in the respect of our terroir of Chablis. 

After a few years, Fabien decided to turn the vineyard into 

Organic Agriculture.

The Domaine Christian Moreau Père et Fils
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Chardonnay
The Burgundy region is frequently mentioned as the Principle of white wine expression, and it 

is arguably the most well-known of the grapes. However, the diversity has spread around the 

world, and there are examples from all over the places.

2019    Vincent Girardin, Cuvée Saint Vincent,                            Bourgundy, France

            Bourgogne Blanc

2021    Christian Moreau                                                                            Chablis, France

2021    Chablis Hamelin                                                                          Chablis, France

2021    Anna's Way Oaked Chardonnay                           Marlborough, New Zealand

2022    Dog Point, Chardonnay                                          Marlborough, New Zealand

2022    WenteMorning Fog Chardonnay                                                   California, USA

Pinot Grigio
Full-bodied and aromatic at its best but much more usually encountered enjoying international 

fame if not glory as anodyne Pinot Grigio.

2021     Marco Felluga Mongris Collio Pinot Grigio DOC           Collio Goriziano, Italy

2022    Borgo Conventi Pinot Grigio Collio DOC                        Collio Goriziano, Italy

2022    Santa Margherita Pinot grigio DOC                                             Alto Adige, Italy 

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

Vegan   Organic

17000

18000

21000

10500

20500

10000

14500

13000

13800
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Damien Laurent

Since 1926, the estate has been nestled in the wine-

growing hamlet of Chaudoux, at the heart of the 

Sancerre appellation

In 2012, straight after Bordeaux University, Damien

started working at Domaine Fournier Père et Fils, 

firstly as a vineyard hand to familiarize himself 

with the Sancerre terroirs, then as a winemaker 

since 2012. Damien is now happily settled in 

Verdigny and has been elected as a local councillor 

in Verdigny! Damien belongs to the new generation 

of Sancerre winemakers, bringing life to new 

environmental projects while benefiting from the 

long winemaking heritage of the appellation.

Winemaker
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Sauvignon Blanc
Sauvignon Blanc is primarily grown in the Centre Loire, a stretch of the river located further 

inland, home to cool nights and sunny days. Sancerre and Pouilly Fume are most famous for 

wines that carry notes of citrus fruit, chamomile, gunflint, and smoke.

2020    Fournier Cuvée 'Les Belles Vignes'                                    Loire Valley, France

            Sancerre Blanc AOP

2019    Fournier Cuvée 'Les Deux Sailleux"Pouilly                     Loire Valley, France

            fume blanc AOP

2020    Anna's Way Sauvignon Blanc                                Marlborough, New Zealand

2021    Dog Point, Sauvignon Blanc                                      Marlborough, New Zealand

2021    Allan Scott Estate Bottled Sauvignon Blanc        Marlborough, New Zealand

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

Vegan   Organic

9900

20500

12300

18000

17200
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Jochen Bug

Schloss Vollrads, one of the oldest wineries in

Germany, is situated above Oestrich-Winkel in 

the Rheingau.

We believe that an outstanding Riesling makes 

you happy. That's why we only grow Riesling 

grapes – deliberately, with special care, and with

love. We cherish our vines.  We pick our grapes 

very carefully by hand-and that several times 

per season-in order to collect them at precisely 

the right degree of ripeness. We make use of our

knowledge and a tradition of over 800 years of 

viticulture, so that our grapes can become the 

very special Riesling that will make you happy.

Head Winemaker
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Riesling
One of the world's greatest white wine grapes, capable of making particularly geographically

expressive and long-lived wines at all sweetness levels.

2020    Wolfberger Signature Riesling                                                   Alsace, France

2018    Kesselstatt, Piesport Goldtropfchen, Riesling Kabinett      Mosel, Germany

2018    Donnhoft, Riesling Trocken                                                      Nahe, Germany

2019    Schloss Vollrads Riesling Qualitatswein                           Rheingau, Germany

2020    Nik Wies Riesling                                                                       Mosel, Germany

Carricante
Ancient white wine grape variety from eastern Sicily. It is thought to have been growing on the 

volcanic slopes of Mt. Etna for at least a thousand years. Potentially very fine, fresh white wines, 

fragrant with white flowers and aromas of oranges, grapefruit and often a little anise with round 

smoky mineral.

2019     Tornatore, Etna Bianco                                                                      Sicily, Italy

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

Vegan   Organic

11500

16000

13000

15300

12000

14500
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Michel Reybier

Provence represents for me a providential land 

for producing excellent rosé wines. La Mascaronne 

is a unique area. The vineyard is magnificent, 

everything is done with respect for the environment. 

We even go beyond Organic Agriculture certification 

by considering the ecosystem as a whole. It is essential 

to make the best quality wines made 100% from our

own grapes, from our own vineyard. 
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Rose Wine

N.V        Fantini calalenta IGP                                                                           Sicily, Italy

                Fresh and flinty aromas of strawberry, fresh-cut watermelon 

                and rose petals on the nose with mineral notes on the palate.

2020    Chateau La Mascaronne Rosé                                                Provence, France

                It is also marvelous after several years of aging, a more unusual

                feat for a rosé wine Provence wine and is like a foretaste of the 

                luscious, complex aromas of fresh, ripe fruit.

2020    La brancaia Rosé                                                                             Tuscany, Italy

                Rosé is a beautiful fruity, elegant and dry wine. It is light in color 

                and alcohol and has a crisp finish. It's 100% Merlot and all grapes 

                come from our vineyards in the Maremma.

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

Vegan   Organic

11500

17500

13000
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Maison Joseph Drouhin

In pursuit of excellence

An Ethic and Strong Convictions perpetuated from 

Generation to Generation serving  the Natural 

Elegance of Great Burgundies Over time, through 

what we call experience, Maison Joseph Drouhin 

naturally made  the choice to embrace an organic 

and, even more so, biodynamic approach starting 

in the late 80s.

The Climats of Burgundy were registered into the 

UNESCO World Heritage List in the category of

"cultural landscapes" as a combined work of man

and nature in 2015. 
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Pinot Noir
Finicky Burgundian vine produces wildly variable, relatively delicate, potentially haunting 

essences of place.

2021    Reburn Pinot Noir                                                                       Californian, USA

2019    Avalon Pinot Noir                                                                        Californian, USA

2020    Saint Clair, Pinot Noir                                              Marlborough, New Zealand

Cabernet Sauvignon
The world's best-travelled red wine variety making concentrated, tannic wines for

particularly long ageing.

N.V       Chateau de Parenchere Rouge                                                Bordeaux, France

2017     Château Talbot                                                                        Saint-Julien, France

2020     Argentiera Poggio Ai Ginepri IGT Toscana                                 Tuscany, Italy

2017    IL Bruciato, Guado Al Tasso                                                           Tuscany, Italy

2017    Inglenook Cabernet Sauvignon                                               Napa Valley, USA

2021     Wente Cabernet Sauvignon                                                            California, USA 

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

Vegan   Organic

19500

9000

13000

13200

60500

19200

28500

100000

12500
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Chateau Angelus is both one of the oldest and 

youngest chateaux in the Saint Emilion appellation.

In the first-ever classification of Saint-Emilion wines

in 1954, Château Angélus was a Grand Cru Classé.

It is managed by the winemaking de Bouard family, 

which has been in Bordeaux for over 700 years. 

Angélus has been the life work of eight generations 

of the Boüard de Laforest family.
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Merlot
Fleshy, widely planted, relatively early ripening member of the Bordeaux family.

2020    Paul Mas Merlot                                                 Languedoc – Roussillon, France

2016    Thunevin, BAD BOY, Merlot                                                         Bordeaux, France

2019    Tempo d'Angelus                                                                             Bordeaux, France

2017    Alter Ego De Palmer                                                                       Bordeaux, France

2014    Château Angelus                                                                        Bordeaux, France

Grenache and Syrah Blend
The origins and parentage of the various mutations of Garnacha are dealt with 

together at the start of this entry, followed by subsections on specific colour 

mutations.

2018    Vignerons de L'Enclave Chåteauneuf du Pape               Rhone Valley, France

2021    The Chocolate Block                                                     Franschhoek, South Africa

2019    Torbreck Old Vines Grenache Mourvedre Shiraz   Barossa Valley, Australia

2021    M.ChapoutierLa Bernardine Châteauneuf-du-Pape     Rhone Valley, France 

2022    M.Chapoutier Belleruche Cotes Du Rhone Rouge         Rhone Valley, France

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

Vegan   Organic

9000

18000

29500

80000

270000

31500

22000

12000

30000

10000
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The Antinori family history is a narrative about 

dedication to winemaking and  a commitment to 

the arts that is woven through more than 630 years 

and 26 generations. The family's winemaking 

heritage started in 1385 when Giovanni di Piero 

Antinori became part of the “Arte Fiorentina dei 

Vinattieri” or“Vintner's Guild.” For six centuries the

family has personally managed the business and 

today it remain sentirely family-owned.
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Sangiovese
Hugely important and wildly variable central Italian variety with many a name and

surprising origins.

2022    Brancaia, Chianti Classico                                                                   Tuscany, Italy

2021    Peppoli chianti classico                                                                  Tuscany, Italy

2021    San Felice Campogiovanni Brunello Di Montalcino                Tuscany, Italy

Nebbiolo
Piemonte's, arguably Italy's, most revered wine grape; very old variety capable of producing

perfumed, expressive, ageworthy wines of great beauty.

2018     Demarie Barolo DOCG                                                                  Piedmont, Italy

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

Vegan   Organic

13500

19500

36000

22000
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The Boscaini Family

The Masi story begins in 1772, when the Boscaini 

family carried out their first harvest in the 

prestigious vineyards in "Vajo dei Masi", a valley in 

the heart of  the Valpolicella Classica region.Run by 

the sixth, seventh and eighth generations. 
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Corvina & Rondinella Blend
Corvina is an Italian red wine grape most famous as a key constituent of Valpolicella's blends

with Rondinella and Molinara for Valpolicella. Which also certainly adds to the heft for 

which Amarone is known. It's most commonly cited characteristic is its sour cherry flavor, 

as well as and lighter in structure.

2020     Masi Campofiorin Rosso Verona IGT                                            Veneto, Italy

2019     Speri Valpolicella DOC Classico Superiore Sant Urbano           Veneto, Italy

 2018     Masi Costasera Amarone Della Valpolicella Classico DOCG     Veneto, Italy

2017    Speri Amarone Della Valpolicella DOCG Classico                        Veneto, Italy

2019    Zenato Ripassa Valpolicella Ripasso DOC Superiore                   Veneto, Italy

Montepulciano
The grape variety that finds its greatest and most well-known expression in Italy's

Abruzzo region. Productive, deeply coloured, firmly structured and widely planted.

2019   Itinera Montepulciano d'Abruzzo                                               Abruzzo, Italy

2019    Sirente Montepulciano d'Abruzzo                                                  Abruzzo, Italy

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

Vegan   Organic

17300

18300

41000

35000

18500

10500

9000
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The Creation of Tignanello

The birth of Tignanello represents a milestone in 

Chianti Classico's winemaking history. Its very first 

vintage took the name of"Vigneto Tignanello" and 

20,000 bottles were produced. It was a moment of 

great commitment but also of great achievements. 

In 1979 Renzo Cotarella arrived at Castello della 

Sala and in less than 10 years he crafted the 

estate's iconic wines.
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Super Tuscan

2019    Argentiera Bolgheri Superiore DOC                                           Tuscany, Italy

2015    La Brancaia in Maremma, Ilatraia, "Super Tuscan"                 Tuscany, Italy

2020    Marchesi Antinori Tignanello Toscana IGT                              Tuscany, Italy

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

Vegan   Organic

55000

38000

87000
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Tempranillo
Spain's most famous grape, responsible for the majority of its most famous reds.

2016     Bodegas La Horra, Corimbo                                          Ribera del Duero, Spain

2018    La Rioja Alta Viña Alberdi Reserva                                                 Rioja, Spain

2016    Vina Pomal Reserva                                                                                  Rioja, Spain

Malbec
Makes dark, flavoursome, well-structured reds more celebrated as Argentine

Malbec than in its home Cahors.

N.V      Rutini Malbec                                                                         Mendoza, Argentina

N.V      Zuccardi "Serie A" Malbec                                                   Mendoza, Argentina

N.V      Santa Julia Malbec                                                                Mendoza, Argentina

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

Vegan   Organic

19000

21500

11000

11550

12000

9000
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N.V       Justino's Madeira Fine Rich                                                                  Madeira

N.V       Dow's Fine Tawny Port                                                                                  Portugal

N.V       Candado Pedro Ximenez Sherry                                                                      Spain

Fortified Wines

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

Vegan   Organic

11500

10000

19700
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History of Winemaking in India

The history of winemaking in India is quite hazy; many people assert that it started 

about 4,000 years ago. Indian mythology, on the other hand, provide information on 

wine drinking going well beyond this period.Regardless of your opinion of the legends,

it is undeniably true that the Mughal emperors ate Shiraz from Persia.

In the late 1800s, the wine produced in India became quite popular.
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Indian Wine Section

White Wines

2023     The source Sauvignon Blanc                                                               Nashik, India

                Deeply satisfying and delightful, this white wine is a 

                rare Sauvignon Oak-aged, tropical and passionate, 

                this unique wine is one of India's best white wines.

2022     J'noon White                                                                                   Akluj, Solapur

                This white wine places our palate between Pouilly-Fuisse 

                and the white wines of the Northern Rhône Valley.

Rosé Wines

2023    The source Grenache                                                                              Nashik, India

                This Grenache Rosé wine has been made with the most

                ultimate respect for the environment, following strict 

                sustainable practices. Lively, peachy, and luxuriant, 

                this rosé wine.

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

Vegan   Organic

5500

11500

5500
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Indian Wine Section

Red Wines

2022    Rasa Syrah                                                                                        Nashik, India

                Crafted with utmost care and a commitment to environmental 

                preservation, Syrah showcases sustainable practices,

2020    J'noon Red                                                                                       Akluj, Solapur

                It places us to the right bank of Bordeaux, with freshness, 

                notes of spearmint and graphite backdrop of cedar, fresh tobacco.

2022    Fratelli Sette                                                                                      Akluj, Solapur

                A medium bodied wine which maintains freshness and complexity, 

                this red wine has been made to suit the rich diversity of Indian cuisine

Our standard measure for wine by bottle is 750 ml and wine by glass is 150 ml

all prices are in indian rupees, exclusive of 10% VAT

Vegan   Organic

7000

14800

8000
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